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Background

This project is aimed at using a rotating magnetic field (RMF) to control fluid flow
and transport during directional solidification of elemental and compound melts.
Microgravity experiments have demonstrated that small amounts of residual

acceleration of less than a micro-g can initiate and prolong fluid flow, particularlylwhen
there is a static component of the field perpendicular to the liquid solid interface. Thus
a true diffusion boundary layer is not formed, and it becomes difficult to verify theories of
solidification or to achieve diffusion controlled solidification. The RMF superimposes a
stirring effect on an electrically conducting liquid, and with appropriate field strengths
and frequencies, controlled transport of material through a liquid column can be
obtained. As diffusion conditions are precluded and complete mixing conditions prevail,
the technique is appropriate for traveling solvent zone or float zone growth methods in
which the overall composition of the liquid can be maintained throughout the growth
experiment. Crystals grown by RMF techniques in microgravity in previous, unrelated
missions have shown exceptional properties} The objective of the project is two-fold,
namely (1) using numerical modeling simulate the behavior of a solvent zone with
applied thermal boundary conditions and demonstrate the effects of decreasing gravity
levels, or an increasing applied RMF, or both, and (2) to grow elements and II-VI
compounds from traveling solvent zones both with and without applied RMFs, and to
determine objectively how well the modeling predicts solidification parameters.

Microqravity Relevance

The traveling heater method (THM) of crystal growth potentially involves both
temperature and solutal gradients and thus is considerably subject to buoyancy driven
convection on earth. When the driving force for convection is reduced, as in a flight
experiment, then transport through the solvent zone is predominantly by diffusion and
the technique becomes prohibitively slow, and far too susceptible to variations in the
microgravity environment such as g-jitter and the direction of the residual acceleration
component. The application of a rotating magnetic field in unit gravity and in
microgravity leads to a dramatic increase in the flow within the zone and to increased
transport of solute material through the zone.

Cadmium telluride dissolved in liquid tellurium has been used to model a typical
traveling solvent zone. During crystal growth a single crystal seed of CdTe is in contact
with the zone at the solidifying end, while a source of polycrystalline CdTe is dissolved
into the tellurium rich zone as the zone is translated. The aspect ratio of zone length to
sample diameter is normally between V2and 1. The temperature is set such that the
zone maximum temperature is between the melting point of the solvent and the solute.
In the case of CdTe-Te, a zone of approximately 750°C is used. This leads to a solute
concentration of approximately 12% CdTe.
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Modelingincorporatesthe momentumbalanceas governedbythe
incompressibleNavier-Stokesandthe continuityequations,butwith threevelocity
componentsto accountfor the azimuthalflow. The forceterm includesthermaland
solutalbuoyancyforces and alsothe electromagneticstirringforce. Thermalboundary
conditionsare imposedon theTHMsystem,and it is assumedthatthe dissolutionand
growthratesareequal. Thecompletemodelhasbeendescribedina journalarticle.3

In Figurela, theTHMtechniqueis shownas configuredfor terrestrialgravity.
This techniquehasprovedto a usefulmethodof producingCdTe,butsuffersfromthe
time requiredto transportthe materialthroughthe zone. Toofasta translationleadsto
increasedtelluriuminclusions.Thefigureshowstheflowpattern,superimposedon the
CdTeconcentrationfield. It canbeseenthatthe solidifyinginterfaceis a complex
shapewith the curvaturemainlyconcaveasseenfromthe melt. Undertheseconditions
anydefectsthat arepropagatedfromthe edgesof the samplewillcontinueto grow
throughthe crystal. In Figurelb, the samegeometryandthermalfield havebeen
appliedfor the conditionsof 103g0.In this casethe transportis purelydiffusion
controlledandtheflow ratesareconsiderablyslower. The compositionvariesalmost
linearlythroughthe zone. The interfaceshape,nowconvexas seenfrom the melt,has
beenmodifiedand is nowmorefavorablefor the growthof highqualitycrystals. Defects
propagatingfrom the interfacewill beeliminateduponreachingthe walls. Figurelc
showsthe effectof applyinga 8 mT rotatingmagneticfieldof 60 Hzon the ground. The
singleroll cell hasbeen replacedby a complex,mainlydoublecellarrangementas the
buoyancyinducedcell is pushedupwardsby a recirculatingEkmancell at the interface.
While, inprinciple,an increasein fieldstrengthshouldresultin two cells,theflow
velocitiesbecomevery largeandthe solutaltransportis too intenseto be modeled.The
interfaceshapeis, however,improvedas comparedto the non-magneticcase. This
two-dimensionalrepresentationdoesnotshowtheazimuthalflowwhichattainsa
maximumof approximately1mm/secfor each lmT of appliedfield. Transportrates
throughthe zoneareconsiderablyincreased. In figure ld the RMFis appliedto a zone
in lowgravity. The RMFproducestwo Eckmanrecirculatingcells whichoverwhelmthe
residualconvectionand resultin efficienttransportof material. At higherfield strengths
thanshownhere, thetwocellsare moreuniform. This illustrationis meantto showthe
onsetof the doubleEkmancellconfiguration.Thesituationis idealfor controlled
transport,evenwhenthe accelerationlevel isonly as lowas 103g0.Thusthe
combinationof low,but notexceptionallylow,accelerationlevelswitha weakapplied
rotatingmagneticfield is ableto producecontrolledflow ideallysuitedfor zonegrowth.
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Figure 1. Calculated Flow Patterns and concentration fields in
cadmium telluride within a tellurium solvent zone
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Figure 2. Typical results of growth of a high Cd HgCdTe alloy grown by traveling heater
method with an applied rotating magnetic field

a. Triple axis x-ray diffraction b. Synchrotron white beam topograph
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Figure 3. Typical results of growth of a high Cd HgCdTe alloy grown by traveling
heater method - conventional (no magnetic field)

a. Triple Axis Diffractometry b, White Beam X-ray Synchrotron Topograph
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Experimental Results

Several systems have been examined as candidates for the THM technique.
While the original proposal called specifically for II-VI compounds, the possibility of
examining transport in simpler systems with materials, particularly elements, which are
easier to characterize, has also been contemplated. Of the possible selections, the
growth of the group IV elements, particularly germanium has been considered. Growth
of germanium from a lead solution has been tried, but the solubility is low and there is a
need to process at above 820°C to achieve the desired zone configuration. The
resulting crystal of germanium contained lead inclusions. We are now proceeding with
the growth of germanium from a germanium-silver eutectic. The eutectic temperature
is 651°C and so growth will be at temperatures similar to those used for growth of II-VI
compounds. While the modeling has been done for pure CdTe, compounds have been
grown, namely CdZnTe and HgCdTe. In all cases the thermophysical properties of the
zone were assumed to be those of pure tellurium. The measurement of the viscosity,
electrical conductivity and density of the tellurium alloys will be made with an oscillating
cup viscometer. 4 The modeling effort is now being extended to include the HgCdTe
alloys.

The growth configuration consists of four separate heaters on one translating
stand. Of these small, single zone furnaces, two are equipped with rotating magnetic
fields and two are not. Thus, we run parallel experiments, with and without the field.
Some typical early results for HgCdTe alloys grown with a translation speed of 1
mm/day are shown in Figure 2 and 3. When the zone is translated with the field applied,
the result is a structure in which there are many low angle boundaries and a mosaic
structure results. Figure 2a shows results from a triple axis x-ray diffractometer which
maps reciprocal lattice space. The multiple peaks confirm the presence of sub-grains,
and the breadth of the peaks illustrate a high defect density. Figure 2b, taken from an
adjacent wafer, is a reflection white beam x-ray synchrotron photograph in which the
diffraction spot is enlarged to show the structure. The material has a very high defect
density with a myriad of overlapping segments to the reflections. The photograph
confirms that the quality of material is not high. Other wafers from the same boule
showed similar results. Results from the parallel experiment with HgCdTe grown

conventionally without the field are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, the triple axis
diffraction demonstrates a strong "surface streak" running vertically. This is an
indication of good crystal quality. The material, however is not free of low angle
boundaries. This structure is typical of the THM method. The improvement can be
seen more dramatically in Figure 3b, where the white lines delineate low angle
boundaries, as do the dark lines within the sub-grains. The sub-grain size is large
fractions of mm, however, and is another indication of high quality. In this case the tilt

across small angle boundaries is 1-4 minutes, while the dislocation density within the
sub-grains is 10" - 105/cm 2. Modeling analysis, which was done for the simpler case of
CdTe, shows that the flow in the ground based sample is extremely complex in the
presence of the field (see figure lc), while low gravity conditions with the field applied
would lead to a superior product as the flow across the interface would control the
thermal field (figure ld). The more complex cases of the II-VI alloys are now being
modeled.
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Conclusions

Numerical modeling has demonstrated that, in the growth of CdTe from a
tellurium solution, a rotating magnetic field can advantageously modify the shape of the
liquid solid interface such that the interface is convex as seen from the liquid. Under
such circumstances, the defect structure is reduced as any defects which are formed
tend to grow out and not propagate. The flow of liquid, however, is complex due to the
competing flow induced by the rotating magnetic field and the buoyancy driven
convection. When the acceleration forces are reduced to one thousandth of gravity, the
flow pattern is much simplified and well controlled material transport through the solvent
zone can be readily achieved.

Triple axis diffractometry and x-ray synchrotron topography have demonstrated
that there is no significant improvement in crystal quality for HgCdTe grown on earth
from a tellurium solution when a rotating magnetic field is applied. However, modeling
shows that the flow in microgravity with a rotating magnetic field would produce a
superior product
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